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E-Commerce Still Small…

• Pure play retail 
represents a 
small portion of 
total retail sales 
(approximately 
4%)

• During the 2016 
holiday season, 
70% of sales 
went to omni-
channel retailers
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…Although Growing 

• Online continues 
to grow at a 
double digit rate 
(17% growth for 
2016 holiday 
season)
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Younger consumers still shop in-store
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Open-Air Centers 

• Traditional open-air tenants have shown strength 

o TJ Maxx, Burlington, Ross Stores will add over 7mm SF of new store 
GLA in 2017

o Nordstrom Rack same store sales approximately 13% better than 
full line Nordstrom stores

o Ulta same store sales increased approximately 30% in the past 2 
years

o Best Buy improved offline and online market share captured from 
weaker chains and edged out Amazon online search share by 40 bps

• 70% of their online orders are picked up in store or shipped from a 
store
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Department Stores Are In Trouble

• Sales growth 
over the past 
two years has 
shown strength 
of open-air 
retailers

• Weakness of B 
& C malls 
creates 
opportunities 
for the open-
air category
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Shipping Costs & Returns Lead to Physical 
Expansion…
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Source: L2 Business Intelligence Inc. Omni-channel Report 2017: Third-Party 
Fulfillment Report, Jan 2017



…and a shift to omni-channel retailing 
by brick and mortar stores…

• JC Penney indicated that 92% of their e-commerce returns take place in a physical store

o 40% buy something else, typically 2x the cost of the return
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Source: L2, 2014



…which ultimately leads to increased 
profitability
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Store Closings up in 2017…

• Highly publicized 
announcements 
from Macy’s, 
Sears and 
JCPenney

• Many of the 
store closings 
have taken place 
in the enclosed 
mall sector
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And while current fundamentals are strong, 
store closings create more supply

• Rent growth and 
occupancy rates 
are at pre-
recession levels

• This is in large 
part due to the 
limited new 
supply
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Source: Green Street Advisors 2017 U.S. Strip Center Outlook



Changing spending patterns impacting retail

• Consumer spending shifting from non-durable goods to durable goods (ie, 
appliances, autos) is a headwind for shopping center retailers
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Source: Green Street Advisors 2017 U.S. Strip Center Outlook



Despite these headwinds, current Class “A” 
shopping center fundamentals are strong
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Source: Green Street Advisors 2017 U.S. Strip Center Outlook



Summary

• Retail is undergoing a transformation, driven by the growth 
of e-commerce

• Despite highly publicized closings, brick and mortar 
continues to be relevant, and traditional e-commerce 
retailers understand the value of brick and mortar

• While certain sectors of retail have been particularly hard 
hit (ie, department stores and mall retailers), other sectors 
have continued to perform successfully

• Given our portfolio focus and tenant concentration, we 
believe Chase Properties will continue to show stability and 
growth in the long run
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